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$G=(V, E)$ . , $V$
, $E$ 2 $(v,w)$ (
) . $v$ $w$ , $(v,w)\in E$
.
$V$ , $|V|$ . ,
$V$ , $i$
$V[i]$ .
(2) $v\in V$ : $\Gamma(v)$ $G=(V, E)$ $v$
.
$\Gamma(v)=\{w\in V|(v,w)\in E\}(\neq v)$ .
$|\Gamma(v)|$ $v$ .
(3) $W\subseteq V$ ,
$E(W)=\{(v.w)\in E(v,w)\in W\cross W\}$
: $G(W)=(W, E(W))$ $G=(V,E)$ $W$
.
(4) $Q\subseteq V$ $G(Q)$
, , $G(Q)$ .
$\forall_{v,w}\in Q(v\neq w)$ $(v,w)\in E$
$Q$ .
$|Q|$ .








































































$U_{2}$ $:=\{^{\forall}\{s,t\}\subseteq REXT|(s,t)\in E\}$ .
$U_{2}$ REXT 2
.
(2) $F=U_{2}[i](1\leq i\leq|U_{2}|)$ . $F$ $U_{2}$
$i$ ( (1)) $2$
. $W_{2}=\Gamma(F[1])\cap\Gamma(F[2])$ ,
$Q-\{v\}\subseteq W_{2}$






0200: global $Q:=\emptyset$ ;
0300: global Qmax. $=\emptyset$ ;
0400: EXPAND$(V, 0)$
0500: end {of MAXCLIQUE}
0600: procedure EXPAND(SUBG, $d$)
0700: begin
0800: if $S$ $BG^{(d)}\neq\emptyset$ then $u_{d}:=a$ vertex in $S$ $BG^{(d)}$ that maxiinizes $|S$ $BG^{(d)}\cap\Gamma(u_{d})|$ ;
0900. if $d=1$ then $v:=u_{1}$ fi
1000. $Q:=Q\cup\{u_{d}\}$ ;
1100: SUBG $+$ 1). $=\Gamma(u_{d})\cap SUBG^{(d)}$ ;
1200: if $d=0$ then RSUBG: $=SUBG$ ) fi
1300: EXPAND(SUBG $+$ 1), $d+1)$
1400: $Q:=Q-\{u_{d}\}$ ;
1500; if $d=1$ then RSUBG: $=RSUBG$ $\{u_{1}\}$ fi
1600: $EXT^{(d)}:=SUBG^{(d)}-\{u_{d}\}$ -SUBG$u(d)_{;}d$
1700: for $i$ $:=1$ to $|EXT^{(d)}|$ do
1800: $v_{i}$ $:=a$ vertex ill $EXT^{(}$ that maximizes $|SUBG^{(d)}\cap\Gamma(v,)|$ ;
1900: if $d=1$ then
2000: $v:=v_{i}$ ;
2100: $U_{1}:=EXT_{u_{1}}^{(1)}\cap\Gamma(v_{1})$ ;
2200: if 1 $|$ $\leq 1$ then $i:=i$ lfi
2300. $SUBG_{1}^{(d+1)}:=\Gamma(v_{l})\cap SUBG^{(}$ :
2400: if $d=0$ then RSUBG: $=SUBG_{v}^{(1)}$ fi
2500: if $d=1$ then if $SUBG_{v}^{(2)}\subseteq SUBG_{u_{1}}^{(2)}$ then $i:=i+1$ fi
2600. fi
2700: $Q:=Q\cup\{v_{1}\}_{:}$.
2800: EXPAND $(SUBG_{\iota^{t}:}^{(d+1)}d+1)$ ;
2900. $Q.=Q-\{v_{t}\}_{i}$
3000. $EXT^{(d)}=EXT^{(d)}-\{v_{1}\}$ ;
3100: if $d=1$ then RSUBG. $=RSUBG-\{v_{i}\}$ fi
3200: od
3300: else $\{i. e. SUBG_{v}^{(d)}=\emptyset\}$
3400: if $|Q|\geq|Q\gamma\gamma\iota ax|$ then Qmax. $=Q$ fi




















































$|Q_{w}|\leq|Q|+1=|Q$ $|$ . ( )





$|SUBG_{u}\cap SUBG_{v}|$ , $SUBG_{v}$
$SUBG_{u}$














$V$ $|V|=n$ , $\Delta\leq n-1$
, $d(0\leq$
























EXPAND $d\geq 1$ ,
$Qmax\subseteq V$ ,
RSUBG $\subseteq V$ .










3401: REXT $:=RSUBG-\{v\}-(RSUBG\cap\Gamma(v))$ ;
3402: if $|REXT|\geq 3$ then
3403: $U_{2}:=\emptyset$ ;
3404: for $i=1$ to $|REXT|$ do
3405: for $j=i$ 1 tO $|REXT|$ do
3406: : $=$ $\{$REX$T[i]$ , REX$T[j]\}$ ;
3407: if $($REXT$[i],$ $REXT[j])\in E$ then $U_{2}$ $:=$ 2 $\cup$ U od od
3408: for $i:=1$ to $|$ 21 do
3409: $F:=$ 2 $[i]$ ;
3410: $W_{1};=\Gamma(F[1])\cap\Gamma(F[2])$ ;






























, EXPANDo $O((ntax\{\Delta, |SUBG_{v}^{(d)}|\})^{2})$
.
$d=0$ $d=1$
, 0 $(n^{2})$ $O(\Delta^{2})$ .


































( ) 1 ,
$(d)$ .
[ 2] $SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{v}|}}$ $SUBG_{u_{1}}$
112
, $SUBG_{v_{k}}$ 1 $t(\Delta)\leq C(\Delta$ $1)^{2}$
SUBG.$|EXT_{v}|$ . $SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{v}|}}$ $<C’\cdot 1\cdot(\Delta+1)^{2}=C’\cdot 2^{0.33338\cdot 0}\cdot(\Delta+1)^{2}$
1 $SUBG_{v_{J}}$ . .
. , $\Delta\geq 0$ $\Delta$
$A^{a}$ $SUBG_{v_{1}},$ $SUBG_{v_{2}},$
$\ldots,$ $SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{u}|-2}}1$ $t(|SUBG_{u_{1}}^{(2)}|)\leq C’2^{0.33338\Delta}(\Delta+1)^{2}$
1 , . , $n$ ,
. $\Delta+1$
$SUBG_{v_{1}},$ $SUBG_{v_{2}},$ $\ldots$ , SUBG$|EXT_{u}1|-2$ .
. $\Delta$ ,
$SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{u}|-1}}1$ . $u_{1}$ $\Delta-k(0\leq k\leq$
$SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{u_{1}}|-1}}$ $EXT_{u_{1}}$ 1 $\Delta$ ) . $t(\Delta+1)$ , (T2-1)
$t(\Delta$ $1)$ $\leq t(\Delta-$ $)$
$SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{u}|-1}}1\subseteq SUBG_{u_{1}}$ $+ \sum_{i=1}^{|EXT_{u}^{(2)}}1$
1
$t(|SUBG_{vi}^{(2)}|)+C(\Delta+2)^{2}$
, . $SUBG_{v_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} EXT_{u}|-1}}1$ 1 : $|EXT_{u_{1}}^{(2)}|\geq 2$ , $\geq 2$
$EXT_{u_{1}}$ , $SUBG_{v:}^{(2)}(1\leq i\leq|EXT_{u_{1}}^{(2)}|-1)$
$v_{1},$ $v_{2},$
$\ldots,$ $v_{|EXT_{u_{1}}|-2}$ , 1 $SUBG_{v_{|EXT_{u}|}}1$ ,










. [ 3] : $SUBG_{V}|EXT_{u_{1}}|-1$ , $v_{1},$ $v_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $v$ SUBG$u_{0}(1)$
$SUBG_{u_{1}}$
$|EXT_{u}^{(1)}1|-1$




$SUBG_{v}j$ . ( )












[ 2] SUBG , $\triangle\geq 0$
















$\leq C’2^{0.33338\triangle}(2^{7\overline{\varpi}^{1}\pi F}\pi^{k}+0.001)(\Delta+2)$ .2
. $\Delta$ .
$k-1$
, $\triangle=0$ , $SUBG_{u_{1}}^{(2)}=\emptyset$ , SUBG., $=\emptyset$
$k\geq 0$ $W2l\pi\pi<1.258$
$(1 \leq i\leq|EXT_{u_{1}}^{(1)}|)$
$t(\Delta+1)\leq C’2^{0.33338\Delta}$ (1.258 $+$ 0.001) $(\Delta+2)^{2}$
$=C’2^{0.33338\Delta}\cdot 1.259\cdot(\Delta+2)^{2}$
, $C$



















[ ] $n$ $t(n)=O(2^{0.3334}n)$
.
( ) (Tl) [ 2]
$t(|V|)\leq(7l-\Delta-1)$C’ $2^{033338\Delta}(A+1)^{2}+Cn^{2}$
$\leq 7t\cdot C’2^{0.33338n_{7l^{2}}}+C_{7l^{2}}$
$C^{l/}=2.5\cdot 10^{9}$ , $7l$
$n^{2}<C^{l/}2^{0.00001}n$




$<(1+ \frac{C}{CC^{\prime l}})C’C’’\cdot C^{1/}2^{0.0.33339}n$ . $2^{0.00001}n$
$=(1+ \frac{1}{C’’C’’})C^{l/}2^{0.3334}n$
.- $t(7l)=O(2^{0.3334n})$ . ( )
2 .
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